Thanks so much. I just saw the Sheriff’s Office in action trying to find a missing child. I was so impressed.
You guys work so hard every day and are just awesome. Thank you.

After losing control of my vehicle and slipping off the pavement. and having a car accident, Officer Lotz
arrived and choreographed all of the details, like calling a tow company and coordinating an ambulance,
with the most calm and supportive demeanor I could have ever asked for. I am so grateful for his
intuition and capabilities in dealing with people who are in the fog of adrenaline after an accident.
Couldn't have asked for a better support from the county in a time of need.

My son while driving back home on Rt 28 on Saturday evening around 7:30pm and had a flat tire and
had to pull to the shoulder. AAA service took almost two hours before they got to the site. Deputy
Romero who was passing by pulled over and stayed with him the entire time, until the AAA person
arrived. On top of that AAA person had difficult time in replacement of the tire and Deputy Romero
helped him by searching a video on replacement of tire for my sons GLK320 car. Deputy Romero went
out of the way, making my son feel comfortable and also made sure he was safe by waiting there behind
the car with lights on (as the flat occurred just after the previous exit and there were chances of cars
entering the highway to hit the car). We are eternally grateful to Deputy Romero for his help and
thankful to Police community especially the Loudoun County for their exemplary service. THANK YOU

Car had a blowout and I was given extraordinary help from (Deputy) Leonard.

(Deputy Frye) sat with me for over an hour to help me with my phone situation after my mom called for
a wellness check because she couldn't get ahold of me. Called my service provider and didn't leave til
the problem was rectified. Helped with a violation of a protective order and continued to follow up even
after she left and was nothing but pleasant and kind to me. As 1 told her there's a special place in
heaven for people like her. Her compassion and kindness was more than helpful and soothing to the
situation.

